
A Graphical Summary: 
The EROS Technique and Orgasm Switch
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Graph 1 
A woman typically needs a reasonable 
period of foreplay if she is to reach 
her orgasmic plateau.  This could be 
anything from 5 to 20 minutes or longer. 
Foreplay can be both non-sexual e.g. the 
man holding her hand, and sexual e.g. 
kissing and caressing her breasts.  

A woman typically takes a much longer 
time to be aroused than a man.  When 
a woman reaches her orgasmic plateau, 
only a small action may be necessary to 
stimulate her to reach orgasm.

Graph 2 
Once a woman is aroused she will stay 
at a high level of arousal for a long 
period of time, anything from 20 to 30 
minutes or more.  

Her level of arousal declines very 
gradually.  Consequently, even after 30 
minutes rest only a few more minutes of 
foreplay, or a few minutes of the EROS 
Technique, would be required for her to 
become fully aroused once again.

Graph 3 
A man typically has a very different 
arousal profile.  Typically a man is 
aroused within seconds and has to 
manage his excitement so he doesn’t 
peak too early.  

Notice how a mans level of excitement 
plummets as soon as he has climaxed, 
to quite a low level.  Younger men may 
be able to recover within a minute or 
two, but typically men take a while 
to recover before they are ready for 
penetrative sex once more.

Graph 4 
A man will usually want his partner to 
have an orgasm and will try to gauge 
her level of excitement as well as his 
own so he can estimate whether she will 
climax before he does. If his excitement 
is too great he peaks too early and has 
his climax before the woman is fully 
aroused, often meaning she is unable 
to have her own climax.  While the 
orgasmic climax is not the be-all and 
end-all of sex, if the man continually 
climaxes too early it may well become 
a cause of intense dissatisfaction in the 
relationship.  In Graph 4 the man has 
enabled his partner to have her orgasm 
just before his own.
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Men are expected to know about sex and sexual technique though no-one teaches them, and it’s taboo to discuss it. 
The EROS Technique is a proven approach that enables any man to become a great lover. If you would like to interact 
with others about this subject please visit www.lovemakingforum.com
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Graph 5 
Here the man has delayed his own need 
to climax. Once a man has decided 
that he will have his orgasm “some 
time later” he opens up the possibility 
of having more fun, and of being able 
to give his partner a wonderful time 
sexually and sensually.  Delaying until 
much later is a new “state of mind” for 
the man.  He has effectively changed 
his view so that it is as much about the 
journey as about the destination.  It is 
about her needs, and her excitement 
rather than his own.  He gets pleasure 
through her reactions to his lovemaking.

Graph 6 
Because the woman is at a high level 
arousal, and because the man has 
delayed his own need for orgasm until 
later, it opens up the possibility that he 
can give her multiple orgasms.  With 
appropriate stimuli, as described in the 
EROS Technique, he can give her several 
single orgasms, a multiple orgasm with 
multiple climaxes (e.g. 5-7) in a period 
of only a few minutes, or even one 
continuous “multi-climax” where she 
has one long continuous climax lasting a 
minute or more.

Graph 7 
The O Switch is a method for a man to 
have control over his need to have a 
climax until he is ready to do so. The 
man delays his own climax until either 
he decides she has had enough climaxes 
or she asks him to stop; she may be 
exhausted from having so many.  

At this point he turns his O Switch to 
“On” so that he can now enjoy more 
penetrative sex and have his own climax 
whenever that naturally occurs.  This 
could be anything from 10 or 20 seconds 
to perhaps several minutes.                   

Graph 8 
There’s no need to take turns having 
orgasms. The man can deliver all the 
orgasms his partner can cope with 
then have his own, or, as in Graph 8 
he chooses to bring forward his own 
orgasm to coincide with hers.  This takes 
practice and knowledge of his own body 
and hers.  However with the O Switch 
the man can switch “On” whenever he 
chooses and with the stimuli he develops 
with EROS he can choose any one of 
several methods to ensure she has her 
climax roundabout the same time he has 
his.  And if he misses by accident?   
Well they’ve had a wonderful time and 
there’s always tomorrow!
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